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ABSTRACT 

Reviews an Powder Meta/lurgy 
and Physical Ceramies 

The treatment of the microstructure-property interrelationship in the Iiterature 

either provides empirical or semiempirical correlations, which cannot be genera

lized for practical use, or- being theoretically rigorous solutions- do not meet the 

needs with respect to an engineering approach and use by its fot·mulations and 

theoretically limi ting condi tions. To overcome this gap from an engineering poin t 

of view is the deliberate objective of this presentation. Proceeding from expres

sions given in the literature for the theoretical relationship between microstruc

ture and field properties according to the bound and model concepts, field 

property bound equations as weil as microstructure-field property equations are 

derived in the first part of this article, enabling the field properlies of two-phase 

materialstobe calculated from their microstructural data. To satisfy the demand 

of maximum reliability from a theoretical as well as practical point of view no 

fitting parameters are allowed to appear in these equations.- The determination 

of microstructural parameters such as the nurober of phases, the type of micro

structure as well as the concentration, shape and orientatiun factors by quantita

tive microstructural analysis is described in the second part, whilst calculated 

and measured electrical and thermal conductivities of two-phase melals, 

ceramies and composites as well as porous matel'ials are compared in lhe final 

part. 

1. I ntroduction: Definition and Premises 

The following presentation refers to what has been published already as an intro

ductory review concerning the problern [205] but Ieads inlo the delail of the 

correlation between microstructure and field properties. -

According to Fig, 1 the structure of materials may be subdivided into 4 groups, 

the sequence of which is characterized by increasing linear dimensions. The 

subject of these considerations will be the interrelationship between the 

microstructure ofmultiphase materials and their field properties, where the term 

"multiphase materials" is understood as setout in Fig. 2. As a special case porous 

materials are considered to be composed of- at least - one solid phase and a 

gaseous phase ( = pores). 
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The properties of multiphase malerials depend on the properties of their phases 

as weil as on the geometry and geometrical arrangement of these phases within 

the material, i.e. on its microstructure. 

mocrostructure 

microstruclure 

x- ray slruclure 

olomislic 
slruclure 

otomic rodli 

pore si~es 
uystotllte sius 

work pieces 
lsemiprodutls•work portsl 
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~;'<;_<:i"\\}'Jqt~',)' .. ::.~·~~ ,; \:) 

lollice tonstonts 
mlerolomislic distonces 

10' 6 

dimensions Im I 
10° 103 

Fig. 1: Subdivision ofmaterials structure. 

In this context the properties of a material are understood to mean the meas

urable parameters for characterizing lhe behavioural modes of the material 

under given conditions ofstate. These can then be combined into groups from the 

point ofview ofthe microstructure- property relationship on the basis ofanalogies 

and having certain things in common [206] (see Fig. 3). Thus, for example, the 

field properties group characterizes the behaviour ofmaterials when electrical, 
magnetic and temperature field are set up and even when they have a combined 

effect (electromagnetic fields--. optical properties). 

The common bond between field properties is here based on: 

the analogy of the field equations for fields of this type [208] which, unlike 
mechanical stress-strain fields, arenot bound to matter and can also exist in a 
vacuum; 

the derivation of the effective properties for multiphase materials by linear 
combination ofvectors. 

As the following treatment of the quantitative relationship between field proper

ties ofmultiphase materials and their microstructure brings out, the microstruc

ture of a multiphase material may be adequately taken into account by the 
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factors sununarized in Fig. 4 [194,195,206,219] supposing, that three 

presuppositions are fulfi lled: 

the equilibrium premise 
the continuum premise 
the mean value premise 

Equilibrium in this context concerns the state of thermochemical equilibrium 

where the microstructure does not change with time but is stable. 

The continuum principle implies a macroscopically homogeneaus material re

ferring to a microscopically quasihomogeneaus local distribution of the micro

structural constituents between which - at the phase boundaries - a continuous 

interface bonding exists. 

1. number of phases e.g. two-, three-, multiphased 
premise: 

thermochemical equ librium 

implicit· 2. type of microstructure premise: 
porameters motrix phose 

microstructure 
continuum principle 

interconnecting phose 
microstructure 

3. volume froction of phose premise: 
l concentration foctor l spheroidal model 

expl ici t volume ' number of the mean values 

porameters phose portides 

4. shope of phase particles 
I shape foctor l 

5. oriento tion of phose 
portides 
(orientation factor) 

Fig. 4: Characteristics ofmicrostructure. 

By the mean value premise, which is explained under chapter 2.3 in detail, it is 

assumed, that mean values for the shape and orientation of the phase particles 

may fictitiously Substitute for the real data, being a distribution function of axial 

ratios and orientation angle. 
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2. On the Theory about the Relationship between Microstructure 
and Field Properties 

2.1 Expressions in the Iiterature 

For more than a hundred years numerous correlations ha:ve been advanced in the 

· literature which, on empirical, semi-empirical or theoretical grounds are inten

ded to account mathematically for the relationship between the microstructure 

and field properties of two-phase materials. In the original papers they are given 

for electrical resistance [171], dielectric constant [273], electrical [131] and 

thermal [30] conductivities, magnetic permeability [105] and optical properties 

[1,152] as the optical refractive index [163] or - more generalized recently - as 

permitivities for transport properties [27,58,72,174,175,181,182,216] including 

the optical absorption coefficient and refraction index [181,182]. For better 

comparison, numerous of these correlations were later. transcribed to the 

electrical resistivity of two-phase materials by applying analogies of field 

property parameters [208], bringing out, that some of them are identical in 

content but different in the ori~inal form only. Their reliability from an 

engineering point of view was checked with plausibility criteria as boundary . 

conditions [27 ,182,208]. Thus for example, the condition must be metthat 

. - the effective field properties, e.g. conductivity, of the two-phase material 
becomes identical with that. of one phase when the coricentration of the other 
phase is zero; or 

a real effective conductivity mustexist for such a material, even when that of 
one phase approaches zero (the second phase being pores); or 

the effective field property of a two-phase material has to be indentical with 
that of its phases, if the field properties, e.g. conductivities, of the phases are 
equal. 

Surprisingly the number of equations reduced t,o a few by this procedures and it 

was possible to select certain reliable correlations in this way [196], for which two 

methods oftheoretical derivation have been described: the bound and model con-. 

cepts, respectively. 

2.2 The bound concept: field property bound equations 

Considering the interaction between a "primary" field and a material introduced 

into this field, field equations as correlation functions provide the combination of 

primary field parameters, such as the external field strength, with the field para-
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meters in the material resulting from interaction [105]. These correlation func

tions comprise the specific characteristic field parameters of the material, such as 

the thermal or electrical conductivity, dielectric constant or magnetic permeabi

lity and for a homogeneaus single-phase material, enable to calculate the energy 

introduced into the material by interaction with the field. 

In case of the bound concept the constituents of the two-phase material are 

considered separately in the respective electrical, magnetic or temperature field 

as shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5: Bound concept schematically. 

By field influence the phases (or constituents) take up field energy, where these 

energy terms behave additively, when composing the constituents to one piece. 

The resulting energy equation provides two solutions for the effective field pro

perty; the solutions themselves depend on the microstructural information to be 

available or assumed tobe correct as limiting conditions: 
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for example supposing or knowing nothing more, than that the material is 
two-phased one obtains an utmost upper (<t>Ic) and a lower value (<l>Id 
bounding all possible property quantities in between I. order bounds (Fig. 6, 
equations la and lb) so called for referring to one single assumption: the 
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number of phases. These I. order bound equations ( = I. order engineering 
approach) correspond formally to the well-known Kirchhoff laws for series and 
parallel arrays of the phases, although the derivation does not prescribe such 
an arrangement of the phases but accepts it as one of various possibilities. As 
the physical-mathematical derivation implies, the I. order bounds are the 
ultimate bounds for the field properties of a two-phase material stating, that 
no values may exist outside the bounds! 

=>< lower bounds upper bounds 

(1 Q) (1 b) 

I .order 4ltc = 4l, 4l2 4l' = c 4J +( 1-c 2)4J1 C24JI + ( l-c2)\j)2 c 2 2 

( 2a) (2b) 

n.order '{>IIC = 4J1 
34J 2+ 2(1-c 2)(4J 1-4J 2) 

4JII = '{>2 
34J 1 + 2c 2(4J 2 - 4J 1) 

34J1-(1-c 2)(.p1 -lp2 ) c 34l2-c2(4J2-4J1 l 
4', < 4'1 

( 3a) 

lll. order 4l,uc- 4lo IPM • 2 4lo 1- c0 = .plll -'{> v-;;; 
1- c 0 = C 0 M 

4JM -4JD 4JIIIC+ Z4JD lj)M-4JD 4JIIIC 

'1lu < '1>, 

Fig. 6: Bound equations of field properties (tP 1, tP2 = field property values of 
phase 1 ,2; tPM, <!Jn = field property values of phase M,D; CI, c2, cn = 
volume content of phase 1, 2, D). · 

(3 b) 

another couple of equations represents closer Il. order bounds (tlJllc, <Pile) 
being valid for materials with two microstructural items of information: the 
material is two-phased and the material is isotropic (statistical orientation; II. 
order engineering approach). 

finally knowing that the material is two-phased, isotropic and that one phase 
serves as a continuous matrix-phase, whilst the other is included discon
tinuously we get even closer III. order bounds (tlJIIIc, 4>1Itc) due tu three 
microstructural assumptions: the number of phases to be two; the type of 
microstruclure to be a matrix phase type; the orienlation of phases to be 
statistical, representing an isotropic material without definite information on 
concentration and shape ofthe phases (compare Fig. 4). 

In the meantime, these bound equations have been confirmed by different ways of 

derivation [24,26,27,28,181,182] as the finite element approach [58] and 

bounding equations of higher order have been derived [182] also for other than 

field properties [144,145,149]. But despite this success and despite the fact, that 

equations (1) and (2) are derived rigorously according to theory, they are still 

inadequate for the following reasons: 
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the lower bounds disappear when pores are the second phase (<!J2--? 0); 

the range ofvariation is too larg·e, even between the II. order bounds, when the 
field-property values for the phases of a two-phase material are very different 
(compare Fig, 7); 

the bounds do not permit any feedback to the technological question important 
for "constructing taylor-made engineering materials", how microstructure 
effects the property variation between them; in other words (compare Fig. 8): 
the question is open how to move the property of an in-situ produced two-phase 
material between the bounds (circled in Fig. 8) either at constant composition 
to "better" values (e.g. technically) or at constant property to most efficacious 
( == least expensive, most economical or ecological by saving rare or risky 
components etc) phase concentrations by optimized microstructures. 

Since the scientific principle considers "knowing" and "knowing better" tobe any

way better than "not knowing" or "knowing'less" and since- also from a technolo

gical point of view - an even better insight into the microstructure-property 

correlation could provide closer bounds or even singular values, where sufficient 

microstructural information is available, efforts were therefore made to develop 

the microstructure field-property correlation further, by an alternative method 

requiring the mathematical treatment of a model structure which approximately 

characterizes that of the real material. 

- __ j:,j. ______ ------;---------· 

100 
metal 

Fig. 7.: Electrical conductivity of composites at room temperature· 
Al203-AI?" [35,195,] (*) bakelite-Ag [101] ( + ), polyethylen ·(CH2 = 
CH2)n-N1 [169] (e), PVC-Cu [32,64] ( ), resin-Cu [104] ( ) resin-Fe (O)· 
I. order bounds (-), II. order bounds (---). ' ' 
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Fig. 8: Bounds and tayloring materials. 
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2.3 The model concept: microstructure-field property equations 

This exact characterization of a fictitious model always gives an incxact 

description of the real material, but its physical and engineering quality can be 

checked firstly by comparison with rigorous theoretically derived equations (1) 

and (2) and secondly by comparison with experimental values. 

The chosen model proceeds from a real two-phase material, the microstructure of 

which consists of a continuous (matrix) phase in which the pmticles of the other 

(inclusion) phase are embedded discontinuously but macroscopically quasi

homogeneously. These partides which are normally irregularly shaped in real 

materials are replaced by spheroids, i.e. pat'ticles with a regular mathematically

definable geometry and geometric arrangement within the material, having a 

unique mean form, size and orientation (mean value premise; fig. 9). 

The mean form is given by the ra tio of the rotational (z) axis to the minor (x) axis 

of the speroid substituting the real particles. To obtain this, each real particle is 

considered tobe replaced by a spheroid having the same surface-to-volume ratio 
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Fig. 9: Model concepl- mean value premise. 

as the real particle and therefore a specific axial ratio. The mean value of the 

axial ratios ofall the particles (n) 

(4) 

corresponds to the axial ratio of the spheroid by which the real particles are re

placed in the model. lt is found in chapter 3 of this publication that for a given 

axial ratio there are two alternatives for substituting the real particles of the 

inclusion phase, namely either by an oblate spheroid or a prolate one. Stereologi

cally, one actually obtains two axial ratios for each of the two types, hence a total 

of four from which, however, one can normally be selected preferentially for sub

stituting the real particles. 

The mean size ofthe spheroids substituted for the real included particles is deter

mined by their number and the volume concentration ofthe inclusion phase; 

and 

the mean orientation is determined by the orientation ofthe rotational axes ofthe 

substituting spheroids lo the field strength gradient's direction (Fig. 10). 

A comparison ofthese modeHing assumptions, namely: 

216 

two-phase stable nature ( = number ofphases in eguilibrium) 

matrix structure ( = arrangemenl of phases) with macroscopically homogene
aus distribution and continuous phase boundary (continuum premise) and 

characterization of the form, orientation and size of the particles of the in
clusion phase by uniform spheroids (spheroidal mean value premise). 
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Fig. 10: Model concept- orientation angle (a) ofa substituting t>pheroid. 

with the five essential parameters given in Fig. 4 for the quantitative characteri 

zation of microstructure, shows that instead of the volume content of the phases 

in the model, the mean size of the phase particles (not accurately defined) and 

their number appear in the first instance. This is explained by the fact that 

instead of the five parameters given in Fig. 4 actually seven quantitative micro

structural parameters would be required for the complete characterization of the 

microstrueture of a two-phase material [ 194], which are 

the number ofphases 

the arrangement ofphases 

the shape ofinclusions 

the orientation of inclusions 

the size ofinclusions 

the local distribution ofinclusions 

Beeause of the continuum premise, the distribution parameter can be dispensed 

since the local distribution is assumed statistically homogeneous, whilst, as is 

shown later (chapter 3), the size and number of included phase particles can be 

combined in one microstructural parameter: the phase concentration factor. 

Spheroidal characterization of the inclusion phase particles, and only this, offers 

certain advantages: 

high adaptability to real irregular geometries by continuously changing the 
axial ratio whose extreme cases include disc-shaped ([z/x} -> 0; platelets) and 
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cylindrical inclusions ([z/xl-- oo; fibres) and the special case ofwhich ([z/x] = 1) 
corresponds to spherical inclusion phase particles (Fig. 11). 

there are no points of discontinuity such as corners and edges, which could 
represent barriers for the mathematical treatment of the field potential of 
interfaces in two-phase materials; 

the substituting spheroid best-suited to a real structure can be determined by 
quantitative microstructural analysis, by means of available stereological 
functions (see chapter 3). 

Fig. 11: Spheroidal shape variation. 

Theoretical treatment of the modelbegins with the characterization of the homo

geneous field in the single-phase material by its field equation. Including 

spheroids into the single-phase material which, in fact, substitutes the real inclu

sions, Ieads to an interference ("stray") field being generated by electrostatic 

induction and superimposed on the original field, which depends on shape and 

orientation (Fig 12). 

't- + I + 
+ + -t 1§-+ 
+ + 't- I> H 

+ + •-+ 1-+--t 
-t + + I + 
+ + + I + 
+- +- + I + 
+ + + 

1-+ t + + I ,..+ 
+ + + I-+ Jt+ 

+ + 1' I + 
+ + 1' + 
+ + + '-,-, + + + I- 1-+ 
+ + + 1-+ 1-+ 
+ + 1--+ 1-+ 
+ 1' + I --f 1-t 
+ + + + 
+ + + I + 
+ + + ~~-+ + + + 1- !-+ 
+ + + 1- 1-+ 

+ + + 1-+ 1-+ 
+ + + + 

Fig. 12: Field superposition (schematic) in two-phase a material. 
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'l'hc field equation can be wrillen for both ficlds and thc resullanl field is given by 

superposition of the homogeneaus primary field and the induced inlerference 

field, as will now be exemplified by an electrical field: 

'l'he field strength within an spheroidal particle (EI)) localed in a homogeneaus 

external field (matrix field = primary field; field strength EM) is given by 

[126,219,249,273]: 

(5) 

where: 

de-eleclrilication or depolarizalion factor, referrcd to the i = x,y,z 
axis of the included ellipsoidal phase particle 

dielectric constants ofmatrix and inclusion phases, rcspectively 

= angle of orientalion of thc i = x,y ,z axis of t.he elli psoidal particle of 
the inclusion phase, with respect lo field slrenglh gradient 
direction (Fig. 10). 

and where 

and 

z 

'F =I L •IJ 
i =X 

z 

' 2 L cos aif) = I 
t=x 

(6) 

(7) 

For ellipsoids of revolution ( = spheroids; axis of rotation z, minor axis x = y), one 

gets in accordance with equation (6) 

F = ·1 - 2/,' 
zV x/) 

(8) 

so that F zD can always be expressed by F xD· In the following derivation, there-

fore, only F xD = F D is used as shape factor for the inclusion phase, where 

[208,244,273]: 

izf"' /<' = ft' = _ dw 
xJ) D 2 _ 2~ 

w - n (x2 + w) V z~ + w 

(9a) 
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which results 

- for prolate spheroids in 

(9b) 

- for oblate spheroids in 

(_)._,~,2 
,\ I' z X 2} ft'u = - + in ---=== 

zz(1 -1;12
) ; zx;; -~~,2 

1 +G 
X X 

(9c) 

In equation (9) oply the axial ratio [x/z] occurs, but not the axial lengths (x,z) 

alone. Accordingly, this is only a shape factor, for which the size ofthe particle is 

of no importance! 

With equation (7) (cos2all 

equation (5) 

F xn> one obtains from 

(10) 

In accordance with the assumption marle for equation (5), namely that a spheroi

dal phase particle exists in a homogeneaus primary field, equation (10) applies 

only as long as the primary matrix field (E~" cM) remains homogeneaus and con

stant. An interference field is now induced in and around the included particle 

and the effect of this field on the field in the matrix phase can be considered 

negligible providing the concentration of included phase particles is small; i.e. the 

greater part of the field in the matrix phase remains undisturbed. Equation (10), 

applied to a two-phase material with matrix structure, is therefore only valid for 

low concentration oflhe inclusion phase. 

On the other hand, the effective field strength (Ec) of a two-phase material (and 

also its dielectric displacement Dll) can be calculated from the corresponding 

parameters of its phases (E~" EilandE~" DD, respectively) and their respective 

volumes in accordance with Wiener's mean value theorems [274]: 
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(c0 = volume content of the inclusion phase; cM 

matrix phase) with 

D. == E.c. 
I I I 

(i = C,M,D). It follows from equation (11) that 

which Ieads with equations (12) and (13) to 

[<;/) CM CM - CC 
-==----
[<;Al C/) CC - Cl) 

Comparison of equations (15) and (10) provides 
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(11) 

(12) 

1 - c0 = volume content of 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Ifin accordance with a field equation analogy [208), a general field property para

meter (<l>i) is used substituting the dielectric constants (ej) in equation (16) and if 

equation (16) is solved for the effective field property of the two-phase material 

<<t>c), one obtains 

the microstructure field-propet·ty correlation for two-phase materials with matrix 

microstructure at low concentrations ofthe inclusion phase: 
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(18) 

For the spherical form ofihe included phase particles, (F0 = 0.33; cos2a 0 = 0.33; 

cornpare chapter 3), the equation (18) is identical with the Maxwell equation 

derived for this case [ 171], which in turn is approximately the sarne as the 

corresponding equation form by Niesei [188,210]. 

The limi tation of equation ( 18) to low concentrations of the inclusion phase can be 

clearly understood in the physical sense when it is considered that only Superposi

tion of the homogeneous primary field and induced interference field within the 

included spheroidal particles was taken into account in the derivation, but not 

Superposition of t.he homogeneaus primary field and the induced external inter

ference field around the different particles of the inclusion phase. In other words: 

field interference in the matrix phase has been neglected assuming that ihe 

majority of t.he primary field remains undisturbed. This is roughly true as long as 

the mean int.erparticle distance (,\) between the inclusion phase particles is bigger 

than about four times the range of an interference field. Since according to the 

Fullman equation [265]: 

_ _ ] -CD 

J.. == L --
a CD 

(19) 

this mean distance (,\) depends not only on the volume concentration of the inclu

sion phase (cD) but also on the size of its particles (L:3 = mean spatial intercept 

length); mutual Superposition of primary field and of interference fields only 

comes into effect at the higher concentrations of inclusion phase, which vary 

according to particle size. This interaction of primary and interference fields in 

the matrix phase is taken int.o account in the derivation continued below by the 

"self consist.ent scheme method", which as will be shown, is proper for an 

engineering approach hut. is not rnathematically exact and physically rigorous: It 

is assumed lhat the t.wo-phase material with a low concentration of inclusion 

phase can be considered a quasi-homogeneaus matrix phase, in which particles of 
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the inclusion phase are again introduced in low concentration (dc0 ) [ 42,43]. The 

effective field property can therefore again be detennined by means of 

microstructure field-property correlation (18) already derived for low 

concentration ofthe inclusion phase, with 

(20) 

one obtains from equation (18) 

and by rearrangement (see also equation ( 16) 

With the simplifying relationship 

(23) 

one gets the approximate form 

---- - --------------------------------------------- (24) 
I-cD 

the integration ofwhich- on the lcft-hand :;ide between the (concentration) Iimits 

0 and cD, on the right-hand side bctween the (field property) Iimits <PM and <Pc
gives the general microstructure field-property correlation for two-phase mate

rials with no limitation on the phase concentration. In accordance with an earlier 

suggestion [209,243], equation (24) can be integrated by breaking the right-hand 

side down into partial fractions; by rearrangement one obtains 
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(25) 

with- according to the rule ofthe partial fraction method [40]-

(26) 

The solutions ofthe denominator function P (<}Je) in equations (25) and (26) are 

(27) 

and 

(28) 

(29) 

'I'= Q<<Pcal = F D (1 - 2/t'o) + 2/t'o (I - l•'o) - I 

P'(4>c3) 1 - 2F D- cos2o0 (l - 3/i'D) 2/i'D + cos2o
0 

(I - 3Ji'
0

) 

(30) 

Taking equations (26) to (30) into account and introducing the integrals, one ob

tains from equations (25) · 
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Another derivation of equation (31) by partial fractions and the method of inde

terminate coefficients has already been demonstrated explicitly elsewhere [243]. 

As already reported [195,209,215,243], its integration gives a (model) 

rnicrostructure-field property correlation with no Iimitation on phase concentra

tion: 

where 

<P 
D,M,C 

field property 

indices for the inclusion phase lJ, 

rnatrix phase M and two-phase material C 

volurne content ofincl usion phase 

phase concentration facto•· 

= shape factm· 

orientation factor 

exponents in accordance with equations (28) and (30) 

(32) 

Asthisderivation shows, the effect of microstructure on lhe field properlies of 

two-phase materials with (rnodel) matrix microstructure is completely taken into 

account by three microstructural pammeters relating to the inclusion phase, 

which enter the microstructure field-property correlation a::;: 

phase concentration factot· (c0 ), 

shape factor (F
0

) and 

orientation factor (cos2all). 

The phase concentration factor (cn) corresponds to the volume content of the 

inclusion phase (see chapter 3) and is subject to the condition that 0 s c0 s 1 and 

incorporates the two microstructural parameters enumerated at the beginning, 

namely the "size" and "number" ofparticles of the included pbase particles; since, 

if, for example, one specifies the size of an oblate or prolate spheroid with the 
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saroe ratio of roajor-to-roinor axes (e.g. [albb = [alb)ll = 2) over its roean 

intercept length (L3), one obtains f'or an oblate spheroid /44/: 

[,
3 

-= I .278a 

or for a prolate spheroid respectively 

where 

-3 
1.006 ( L

3
) 

Va,g = voluroe of single oblate or prolate spheroid 

(33a) 

(33b) 

(33c) 

(33d) 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

(35) 

N 0 nurober of spheroidal particles ofinclusion phase in the total voluroe 

VM = voluroe ofroatrix phase 

Size and nurober as roicrostructural pararoeters for the particles of the inclusion 

phase are accordingly not independent of each other, but roay only be varied in 

combination, via the phase concentration factor. This is an Understandahle conse

quence of the self consistent scheroe method, which forroally and descriptively 
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takes account of interference field superpositions at all concentrations, although 

they become negligibly small at low concentrations. Really effective interference 

field superpositions in the matrix phase therefore only begin above a certain 

concentration of the inclusion phase, depending on the size of its particles. The 

onset of interference field Superposition and hence the effect of particle size as an 

independent variable, is irrelevant for the result of equation (32). 

'rhe shape factor in equation (32) corresponds to the depolarization or de-electrifi

cation factor and is given by the ratio of the axis of revolution to the minor axis of 

the spheroid substituted for the real particles. It can be calculated in accordance 

with equation (9) for every axial ratio /8,39/ and is subject to the condition 0 5 Fn 

5 0.5 with Fn = 0.33 for spherical particles of the inclusion phase. 'l'he result of 

this calculation is shown graphically in Fig. 13 (compare also chapter 3). 
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Finally, the orientation factor is given in accordance with the derivation by the 

cosinc squared of the angle formed by thc axis of revolution of the substituted 

spheroid and the field strength gradient direction (Fig. 10); it is subject to the con

dition 0 s cos2aD s 1 with cos2all = 0.33, for statistical orientation, i.e. randomly 

oriented or isotropic inclusion of the particles of the inclusion phase (see chapter 

3). 

2.4 Conuergence between bound concept and model concept 

'l'he model on which equation (32) is bascd and the - mathematically inexact -

derivation of the correlation by the self-consistent scheme method make its 

physical and engineering "quality control" an absolute necessity from the point of 

view of reliability and hence usefulness. This can be achieved physically by 

ensuring that equation (32) Ieads to the same results when applying the boundary 

conditions used for deriving the equations by the the bound concept. 

'l'he bounding equations of the I. order correspond to the Kirchhoff laws for 

paralleland series arrangement of the two phases, where the upper bound values 

refer to parallel, the lower to series arrays. In the spheroidal microstructural 

model, parallel arrangement of the phases may be represented by two equally 

justifiable cases: 

discs oriented perpendicularly to the direction of the field strength gradient 
(cos2an = 0; lim 'llx = 0 ..... Fu = 0, comp. Fig. 13) 

cylinders oriented parallel to the direction of the field strength gradient 
(cos2a 0 = 0; lim 'llx = "'-> Fn = 0.5, comp. Fig. 13). 

On the other hand, series arrangement of the phases with regard to the 

spheroidal microstructural model may be realized only by discs oriented parallel 

to the direction of the field strength gradient. 

From the conventional, macroscopical consideration according to Kirchhoff's laws 

follows the imagination, that the discs are realized stereologically in the model 

concept, when the minor axis is "infinite" compared to the finite axis of revolution 

(lim 'llx = 0) whilst cylinders correspond to "infinite" fibres, having an "infinite" 

axis of revolution compared to their finite minor axis (lim 'llx = oo), In this context 

"infinite" means a dimensionanalogaus to the dimension of the two phase mate

rials specimen. This imagination does notjudiciously agree with the supposition 
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of a matrix microstructure, made for the derivation in the model concept. It is, 

however, possible stereologically to realize discs (!im z/x = 0) and by assuming an 

"infinite" small axis of revolution compared with a finite minor axis and to 

assume a finite axis ofrevolution compared with an "infinite" small minor axis in 

the case of cylinders ("short fibres"). Both cases are totally equally justified to the 

ones described first but fit with the at;sumpLion of discs and cylinden; included in 

a matrix phase as made for the model concept. 

Applying these boundary conditions to equation (32) and substituting the indices 

(M,D = 1,2) provides equations (la) and ( lb) for I. order bounds (Fig. 6). 

A second "physical quality control" of equation (32) i"s given by the boundary con

dition which follows from the II. order bounds (equations (2a) and (2b), Fig. 6) for 

the model, namely "statistical orientation". Subslituting the corresponding orien

tation factor (cos2a
0 

= 0.33) in equation (32) and varying the shape factor (0 :::; FD 

:s 0.5), as weil as assuming first the phase with the higher field property para 

meter (e.g. higher conductivity <PM = 1>~ > ~1 11 = <PI, see Fig. 14a) as the parti

cular matrix phase and then the phase with t.he lower field property parameter 

(e.g. lower conductivity: <PM = <PI > (11 11 = ~12, see Fig. 14b) as the model concept 

requires results in upper and lower bounds in each case. In order to eliminate the 

assumption of a particular phase as the matrix, the highest and lowest of the 4 

bounds thus obtained must be considered the II. order bounds for two-phase iso

tropic microstructure. Superposition of the bounding curves for a matrix phase 

with higher field property parameters, wiih those for a matrix phase with lower 

parameters provides graphically the extreme bound plots for ihe isotropic two

phase model microstructure (see Fig. 14c). Here ::mrprisingly, the ~ bound 

curve corresponds to a model stl'Ucture in which the phase with the lower field 

property forms the matrix phase in which randomly oriented disc-shaped par

ticles of the inclusion phase with the lower field properly pammeter are em

bedded discontinuously (cos2aD = 0.33, Fll = 0). On the oiher hand, the lower 

bound curve applies for a model struclure in which the phase with the lügher 

field-property parameter forms the matrix phase, in which (randornly oriented) 

disc-shaped particles ofthe phase with the lower field property parameter are dis

continuously included (cos2all = 0.33, Fll = 0). Applying the correöponding orien

tation and form factors (cos2an = 0.33, Fn = 0) in equation (32) and su~stituting 

the indices (M = 2, D = 1 for cpll < <Pw M = 1, D = 2, for <}10 > <PM), results in 

equation (3a) and (3b) for ll. order bound (Fig. 6). 
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Convergence between the bound and model concepts is therefore demonstrated 

physically. This is why now equation (32) resulting from the model concept can be 

used for deriving bound equation,s of higher order for two-phase materials ( = 
number ofphases). With known matrix phase ( = arrangement ofphases) and iso

tropic microstructure ( = orientation factor), hence, three defined preconditions 

for microstructure, "closer" bounding equations of the ll. order (3a, 3b; Fig. 6) 

follow from equation (32), whereby equation (3a) characterizes the lower bound 

when the matrix phase has the higher field-property value as compared with that 

of the inclusion phase (<l>M > <Pn; Fig. 14). With respect to the model concept the 

lower bound equation reflects statistically oriented disc-shaped inclusion (cos2an 

= 0.33; Fn = 0), whilst the upper bound refers to spherical inclusion (cos2aD 

0.33; F D = 0.33), bothin a matrix phase which has the higher field property. · 

Equation (3a) becomes the upper bound equation, if the matrix phase has the 

lower field property compared to the inclusion phase (<l>M < <l>n) and- ficticiously 
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in the model concept- the lower bound then refers to spherical inclusion and the 

upper bound represents statistically oriented disc-shaped inclusions. 

It is noteworthy that equation (3a) becomes identical with equation (2a) (4>M -

4>z; 4>D = 4>t), if the matrix phase has the higher field property compared with 

that of the inclusion phase (4>M > 4>n) and that for the reverse case (4>M < 4>n) 

equation (3a) becomes identical with equation (2b) (4JM = 4>t; 4>D = q>z). 

In Fig. 14c the ll. order bounding curves were obtained by Superposition of two 

pairs of curves, one ofwhich applied to a matl'ix phase with the higher field para

meter (Fig. 14a) and the other to one with the lower field parameter (Fig. 14b). 

These two pair~:> of curves correspond to the Ill. order bound~:> for the two-pha~:>e iso

tropic material. 

Also the remaining findings on convergence between the bounrl Rnd model con

cept~:> can be demonstrated graphically by way of a representative example. 'I'his 

is shown in Fig. 15 for the functiun 'h· = f (Fll) in accordance with equation (32), 

firstly for isotropic two-phase material (cos~oll = 0.33) wilh a higher field pro 

per·ty ratio between matrix phase and indusion phase (<lJM/'h> = 100) and second 

ly for similar material with a lower fielrl property ratio (1\/<IJil = 0.01) at constanl 

phase concentration (eil = 0.5). A~:> results from Fig. 15 the two field property 

values for the shape factor Fll = 0 include the field pi'Operly values for all other 

form factors and therefot·e represent II. order bounds. f-Iere, surprising·ly, as 

already mentioned, the luwer bound corresponds to a matrix phase whose field 

property parameter is higher than that of the inclusion pha::;e, whil::;t the reverse 

applies for shape factors between the points of intersection of the two curves. In 

practice this would mean fur example lhat a two-phase isott·upic material whose 

matrix phase has the lower conductivity, exhibits a higher effective condnctivity 

for specific shape factors for the partide::; of the inclnsion phase, than the corres

ponding two-phase material with the same microstructure, but lügher conducti

vity ofthe matrix phase.lt is an open question how to explain this result and, for 

instance, whether it is associated with the simplified approximale relationships 

in the derivation of equation (32). Them·etical and experimental verifications of 

these findings are necessary. 

Different bounds are obtained when the data on microstructure, especially those 

concerning shape and orientation of the inclusion phase, are derived from 

measurements on real microstructures. Since, as already mentioned at the outset, 
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Fig. 15: Field property of a two-phase isotropic material with matrix micro
structure and matrix phase with higher (-) and lower (---) field-property 
parameters, as a function ofshape factor. 

characterization of shape in accordance with a model is usually ambiguous, two 

equations result from equation (32) for each of two shape factors which are 

equallyjustifiable. 

If, with the help ofmeasurement, 

the two-phase state has been established ( = nurober ofphases) 

the matrix phase has been defined ( = arrangementofphases) 

the Iimits have been defined for the shape via defined Iimits for the ratio ofthe 
axis ofrevolution to the minor axis öfthe spheroid substituting the particles of 
the inclusion phase ( = shape factor) and 

the orientation has been defined of the spheroid substituting the particles of 
the inclusion phase ( = orientation factor), 

this would be equations presupposing 4 known items of information and, hence 

determining bounding curves of the IV. order. Obviously the bounds become 

closer and closer with increasing order or- alternatively expressed- with increas

ing microstructural information. If, finally, total information would be available 

about all parameters given in Fig. 4 the upper and lower bounds would converge 

into each other providing one "singular" curve or function, respectively. 
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Vice versa, it is also possible to demonstrate the convergence between the bound 

concept and the model concept by varying the microstructural factors in the 

model concept as done schematically in Fig. 16 resulting in a steadily shifting of 

the field property values from one bound to ihe other. 
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Fig. 16. Schematic bound-model convergency. 

2.5 Matrix and interconnection nucrostructure 

'I'he correlation found beiween the bound and model concepts shall now be used tu 

draw another generalized conclusion un plausibility con::;iderations: fundamen

tally, two microstructures can be distinguished in multiphase microstructures, 

namely matrix and interconnection microstructures [194,195] (Fig. 17). Matrix 

microstructUI'e exists when ai least one phase (inclusion phase) is included 

discontinuously in at least one oiher continuous phase (matrix phase). 'I'he 

inclusion phase can be present throughout in hig·her concentration than the 

matrix (Fig. 18). On the other band, interconnection microstructure exists when 
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all the phases appearing in the material occur continuously. This is quite 

generally the case when the pha::;es penetrate three-dimensionally in the form of 

sponge-like lattice structures. 'l'here are transitions between the two 

microstructural types. 'l'hus, with increasing agglomeration of particles of the 

inclusion phase and increasing concentration of this phase, there is a steady 

transition of the matrix microstructure with a specific matrix phase to 
interconnecting microstructure. Further increase Ieads through interconnecting 

microstructure to the formation of a matrix structure, in which the original 

matrix becomes the inclusion phase. These considerations also make that special 

case abundantly clear in which all or individual phases occur continuously in 

multiphm;e materials only one- or two-dimensionally. Such a material possibly 

has an interconnecting microstt·uclure in one direction and a matrix \micro

structure in another and is anisotropic (e.g. parallel or series arrangement of the 

phases). 

In the derivation of equations (1) and (2) for I. and II. order bounds, no assumption 

is made as to whether the micrustructure has a matrix or interconnecting form. 

The bounds accordingly include not only the field-property values of the two

phase material wilh matrix microstructure but also those of the two-phase 

material with interconnecting microstrudure. Since these bounds also follow 

from equation (32) for the model microstructure with the corresponding boundary 

conditions, it may be assumed that an equation which can be derived by the model 

concept for the field properlies of two-phase materials with interconnecting 

microstructure, meets the conditinn that field-property values calculated with it 

al ways lie between the corresponding bounds, which follow from bounding 

equations. 

In order to derive such an equation it i::; assumed that in the interstices of a con 

tinuous skeleton ofspheroids of one phase, other spheroids of another phasefit so 

weil that they also touch and only negligibly small interstices arestillieft over. 

Tothis quasi-homogeneous two-phase material with interconnecting microstruc

ture (phases m, k)\ a small.quantity ofspheroids ofthe one phase (m) is added1 only: 

The change in field property then occurring can be characterized with the known 

eq uation for two-phase materials with a matrix microstructure (equation 18) 

considering· the original material consisting oftwo continuous phases as a quasi

homogeneaus matrix phase. This results in an equation with two unknowns, 

namely the field property parameter of quasi-homogeneaus "matrix phase" and 

th~ effective field property after addition of a small quantity of the one phase. 
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Fig. 17: Matrix and interconnecting phase microstructures. 

Fig. 18: . "Idealized" cermet microstructures (metallic matrix phase, white, ,o; 10 
vol.%; ceramic inclusions, dark). 

Considering- in this notional experiment- the newly created two-phase material 

as a quasi-homogeneaus matrix phase and adding again a small quantity of the 

other phase (k), for which the change in field property can be calculated with the 

equation (18) for a matrix microstructure and low concentration of the inclusion 
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phase, the effective field property now becomes equally !arge in the opposite 

direction. The change in field property caused by the initial addition ofphase m is 

therefore compensated by adding phase (k) and the field property of the new two

phase material must then be identical with that of the two-phase material 

originally present with a model interconnecting microstructure. With this boun

dary condition a geneml rnicrostructure-field property correlation for two-phase 

materials with intereonnecting microstructure follows from the system of 

equations thus obtained [188,208,243,244]: 

2 2 

I 
I - WS 0 ('()S 0 I 

(I - c )( - ) "' + m = 
k <ll"' <llc <jJ + (<jl _ <jJ )F <jJ +<<!J _ <jJ )(I_ 21<' ) 

C m C nt C m C na 

(36) 

For given phase field properties (clJ 111 , .Pk) and various phase concentrations which 

are held constant in each case, one can now vary the form and orientation factors 

betv.reen their possible Iimits (0 ,; Fm s: 0.5; 0 s: Fk s: 0.5; 0 ,; cos2a111 s: 1; 

0 s: cos2ak ,; 1). lf the assumption made at the outset is correct, the largest and 

smallest values then calculated may not lie outside the bounds defined by the 

bound concept. Accordingly, for bounding cases for example (Fm = Fk = 0; 

cos2um = cos2ak = 0 and Fm = Fk = 0; cos2a 01 = cos2ak = 1), equation (36) 

would have to converge with the I. order bounding curves, which is also the case. 

Moreover, all values for two-phase isotropic material with interconnecting micro

structure (cos2a 111 = cos2uk = 0.33) in accordance with equation (36) would have 

to lie within the calculable II. order bounding curves. The variation of the field 

properties of two-phase isotropic materials having interconnecting microstruc

turEs (cos2am = cos2uk = 0.33), as a function of phase concentration, for two 

ass~med field properties (.Pm = 100, .Pk = 1) and extreme combinations of shape 

factor (Fm = F\ = 0; Fm = Fk = 0.5; Fm = 0.5, Fk = 0; 1''111 = 0, Fk = 0.5) are 

compared in Fig. 19 with the II. order bounding curves. As shown, all values for 

interconnecting microstructure lie within these bounds. Apart from that no 

mathematical demonstration on this subject yet exists, for the reason that 

pre ference has been given so far to matrix microstructures. Considering the slope 

offield properties versus phase concentration for both matrix. and interconnection 

mic:rostructure as shown in Fig. 20 for the electrical conductivity of cermets, it 

comes out that small changes in phase concentrations result in conductivity 

alterations only, which do not essentially lie outside the scatter region for 
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measured values as long as a matrix microstructure exists. In the region of 

interconnecting microstructure, however - hatched in Fig. 20 - almost "virtual" 

changes in the phase concentration may cause property drops over orders of 

magnitudes. Such a sensitivity does not meet the aim testing the quality of 

Fig.l9: 
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Fig. 20: Electrical conductivity of Al203-Mo cermets (0) [71), earthenware-Fe 
cermets (e) [76], Ba2.sCau.5 + x WO(}-W cermets ( +) [241] at room 
temperature and experimental slope (-·-),I. order bounds (-) and II. 
order bounds ( --- ). 
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theoretical equations by experimental data. Furthermore in practice it cannot 

guarantee any acceptable reproducibility due to technological conditions, which 

neither permit one to fix phase concentrations so accurately nor allow one to 

realize interconnection microstructures defined in such detail. This is why- apart 

from the existing equation (36)- the treatment ofthe relationship between matrix 

microstructures and field properties deserves priority so far. 

2.6 Special and exceptional cases of I he constitutiue microstructure-field 

property equation for two-phase materials 

There are a few special cases of microstructures given by definite orientation 

factors and shape factors, which Iead via equation (32) to the solutions given in 

Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21: Table ofspecial solutions ofthe model concept. 

These cases are (compare Fig. 21) 
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for the orientation ofthe inclusion: 

statistical orientation; no privileged angle exists between field direction 
and axis of revolution of the substituting spheroids (a0 ""' 57°; cos2a0 = l; 
compare chapter 3); 

complete orientation in field direction; all axes of revolution of the substi
tuting spheroids are oriented parallel to the field direction (an = 0°; cos2au 
= 1); 

complete orientation perpendicular to the field direction; all axes of revo
lution of substituting spheroids are oriented perpendicular to the field 
direction (an = 90°; cos2an = 0°); 
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cylindrical discs (lim z/x = 0), either formed by adefinite minor axis (x) but 
an indefinite small axis of revolution (z) or formed by definite axis of 
revolution (z) and by an indefinite large minor axis (x) (F0 = 0); 

spheres (zlx = 1) formed by equiaxed spheroids (Fn = 1) 
cylindrical fibres (lim z/x = oo), either formed by an indefinite long axis of 
revolution (z) and adefinite minor axis (x; "indefinite fibres") -or formed by 
definite axis of revolution (z) and by an indefinite minor axis '(x; "short 
fibres"). 

As expected equations (37) and (43) in Fig. 21 are identical Lo each other and 

correspond to parallel arrays ofthe phases (compare abo equ. ( Ia), [•'ig. 6), whilst 

equation (39) corresponds to scries anays of the phases (compare equation (1 b), 

Fig. 6). Other identities exist between equation (~J8) ( l•'ig-. 21) and equaliuns (2a), 

(2b) or (3a) (Fig. 6) as well as equatiun (40) (lt'ig. 21) and equnlion (3b) (Fig-. 6). 

Two other specia lt·ases resu lt 3t:il>Umi ng· big di fferences be t.ween Lhe field proper

ties ofthe phases <<PM P q'll; <)IM ~ 1'n)· 'l'nking· inlo account limiling lt~mu; for the 

field properlies of the phases (I im (h/'I'M = 0; I im <1,~/'l'n = 0) in equation (32) one 
obtains 

(44) 

., 
~ ns~u0 , __ _ 

/•' 
/) 1 - ~l·'u (45) 

2. 7 Porous material;; 

Equation (44) provides already t.he model concept t:iolution fo1· Lhis clas:o of 

materials since for the bounds in Lhe limiting case of p01·es (•l;~ = 0 ur tl'n = 0; Fig-. 

6) substituting one phase (2 or D) mnkes alllower bound equations (lb, 2b, 3b in 

Fig. 6) disappear. 

'fo understand as weil ns lo solve Lhis problem the model concept helps [189,190): 

as has been pointed out eal'lier the microstructure-field property equa tion (32) for 

two-phase materials derived on the basis of the model concept p1·ovides the same 
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I. and II. 01·der bound equations as the bound concept if the assumptions made in 

the bound concept are introduced into the model concept theory. This is why it is 

considered justifiable to use the microstructure- field property equation based on 

the model concept fo1· trying lo understand the effect of pores on the lower bounds 

as well,as to derive the missing lower bound equations for porous materialsvia 

the model concept. Doing so it becom.es immediately obvious why the.lo~er bound 

equations fail in the case of pores. Usually pores can be described sufficiently weil 

as spheroids (z = rotation axis, x = minor axis) Jlnd thi::; has been done in the 

model concept. 'l'he derivation of b.mnds by that concept, however, results in 

lower bounds for porous materials with disc-shaped pores for which the relation 

z/x-+ 0 applies, lhe solutions being obtained without preference either by z-+ 0 or 
by X--> oo, 

Pores ftmned by x -+ oo, however, dbintegnlle lhe material - its field properlies 

drop to zero at any porosity! 'l'u m;k fw· Lhe real im;tead of the fictitious di::;c

shaped - pore form, lherefure, mi~es the quesliun of lhe lower bound equalions 

of porous materia ls. 

The (model) microstructure-field property equation (44) for porous materials 

provides the effective field property (<jlp = 1\) as a flmct.ion of the field property of 

the solid phase (<PM = field pt'uperty of lhe nonporous material), the porosity (P = 
Cu), pore shape {l~ 1 ), and pure orientution (cos2all). 

To answer the quet>tiun a::; to lhe renl pm·e shape in a pract.ical ::;ituation, the pow

der technological facturs which influence lhe formatiop of the pore::; must be con
sidered. 

In all sintering steps the driving force for material::; lransport is caused by the 

tendency lo reduce lhe surl'ace energ-y, this is lhe surface-to-volume ratio. Tostart 

the process it needs the activation energy for sintering (ßGs), which is provided 

by an external tenn transmittedas heat at elevated tßmperatures (ßEoxt = ßQ) 

and an internal tcrm from the - external and internal - surface energy ofthe 

material (tl/~ = tlu'',.). 
1ttl 1~ 

(46) 
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Due to the "external" surface energy u1d
1
:·,. at)and the internal surface energy 
II 

of the p01·es (llGGr i111)the interface term in equation ( 46) becomes 
fg 

wilh 

llO~~ ;"t = N ,,. SI'. y 

(NI' = number of pores; SP = avcmge pore surface; and y 

energy, a temperature dependent materials quantity). 

(47) 

(48) 

specific surface 

Since equations (32) and (44) refer tu mntrix phase microstruclure the energy 

considera tions focus on closed purnsi t.y. 

'l'here are two actions to he cunsidered sepamtely laking place by materials trans· 

port du ring siniering: 

the alterali(lll of pore shupe tu redt1cc surface-to-vulume nüiu of Lhe pures 
(reduction of in Lerna I surfacc energ·y al eonslanl pomsi t.y) 

the reduction of overall porosi Ly hy the t1lleru lion of Lhe numhßl' and size oflhe 
pores (shrinkage or densi ficalion ~ rcduclion of inlernal and external surface 
energy) 

Supposing diffusion tu be lhe dominant mechanism of mnterials transpurt du ring 

sintering the pore ::;hape alteralion will start fir'st because the nctivation cnerg·ies 

for the three possible diffusion paths nre IIOJ J 

(49) 

(~Gsu = activation cne1·gy for surfacc diffusion; ~G 1 1l = activation energy for 

internal inierface diffusion, e.g·. grain huundary diffusion; ~Gvn = activation 

energy for volume diffusion). 'l'his is why further considerations are focussed first 

on ihis step. 

'l'he volume (V 1,) of sphcroidal pores follows fl'Om 
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(50) 

whereas the surfaces (SI') are g·iven for lenticular pures (oblate spheroids: z/x > 1) 

by 

,, . ., lf.J 
11 I 2 z" I + II - ldxl"i " I 

S = - x + ln ------
1' 2 (I _ (d~l)lt.l dx 

and for egg-shaped pores (prolate spheroids: z/x > 1) by 

' II I 2 S1, = 2 X + 

m 
z:.rarcsin (I - -1-) 

( I '),:;' I 
- 1- (.?J.d 

(51) 

(52) 

'l'he state ofminimum surface-lo-volume rutio for pores and, therefore, minimum 

surface energy (f'l('u' '"' 1 is oblained wi Lh spherical pores (z/x = 1). Normalizing 
'(gO , 

lhe surface energy and surface al conslanl pore volume Lothat slate provides 

(53) 

which, using eqs. (50) und (51), results in Lhe values given numerically in lig. 22. 

As ihe plut in fig. 23 demunslrates, changes in shape in lhe lefi region lor small 

axial raiios caul:le large reduclion in sul'l'ace- and surface energy- ratios, respec, 

tively. 'l'he slope of lhe cu•·vc in lhai region is weil approximated by the function 

(54) 

with high accuracy between 0.0001 < zlx < O.l.compared with the actual data 

given numerically and graphically (bruad black line)in figs. 22, 23 (::;; 1'% 

deviation). 

Heating up a porous material in a sinlering proce::;l:l surface diffusionwill start as 

soon as ihe heat tramanitted to the material (a(-V Logether wiih the energy stored 

in the inlernal surfnces equals the aclivution energy for l:lurface diffusion: 
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z/x S1.1S .. 0 
z/x 

0.0005 79.3695 1 

0.001 49.9999 1.01 

0.005 17.1022 1.1 

0.01 10.7778 1.5 

0.02 (), 7985 2.0 

0.04 4.3017 2.5 

0.06 3.3036 3.0 

0.08 2.7487 3.5 

0.1 2.3906 4.0 

0,2' 1.5988 5.0 

0.3 1.3129 10 

0.4 1.1729 20 

0.5 1.0954 50 

0.6 1.0503 100 

0.8 1.0092 200 

0.9 1.0021 1000 

0.95 1.0005 10000 

0.99 1.00002 

1 I 

l•'ig. 22: Numcdcal valuc::; of cquation (53) 

6..(' = A(l + '('Gr iul 
"'SIJ '-'' u 'fg" 
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S1.1Spu 

1 

1.00002 

1.0014 

1.0274 

1.0767 

1.1298 

1.1819 

1.2317 

1.2789 

1.3660 

1.7000 

2.1344. 

2.8940 

3.6456 

4.5930 

7.8539 

16.9206 

(55a) 

At constant hcat transmis::>ion lhc !1GG' iut_lerm will now decrea::;e by reduction 
/h~l 

of the surface-lo-volume ratio of lhe pores where the axial ratio of an oblate pore 

for example increases. At the sametime tllis process Ieads to 

ß.G > !!.n + ß.Gar int 
S/J '' 

1
{g 

(55b) 
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Fig. 23: Normalized pnre surface and axial ratio. 

and stops at adefinite axial mtio uf Lhe poret:>. lnereasing tbe temperature again 

equ. (55a) will be fulfilled ag·ain and Lhe pmces8 runs- iteratively - until the 

"ideal" case- spherical pur·es- is oiJt.ained. 

Under real technological condiliurts during i::mthermal sintering at elevated tem 

perature in practice, howevcr, atleasl allhe beginning the energy transmission 

will be high enough to fulfill equ. (4G), 80 that Hhrinkage by volurne diffusion and 

interface diffusion take8 place p:trallel t.tJ ::;urf<tee diffusiun, cau::;ing pon• shape 

alteration. UnderLhese dt-cunJ~Lutll'e~ il i8 (sintering) time which detemlines the 

pore shape that exists afkr ::;lopping Lhe process. Iluwevcr, ::;incc the energy 

release by pore shape change beluw :.~xial ralios ofz/x s 0.1 is extremely high (tig·. 

23) it is likely that in sintering JH'<Jccs::;es sphemidal pure shape with axial ratim; 

of z/x = 0.1 may alway8 be expecled lu be achieved under normal technological 

conditions. From this axial ratiu, depending on the sintering conditions, the 

shape· alteration) process; by vacancy transport . (compare sketch, fig. 23) will 

be slowed down and will finally slup between lenticular (z/x ~ 1) and spherical 

pores (z/x = 1) depending on sintering time. 

lnvestigating the slope of the S1/S 1•0-z/x curve by its derivation (d(S/Sp0)/d(z/x)), it 

becomes obvious that energy changes . !cl!D.O~:· "11/D.G~~/"'l ~ d l.S 1'/.S 1'0));\related to 

form alterations at axial ratius z/x > 1, correspond to those existing in the axial 
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ratio regiun 0.1 .__ zlx < l. 'l'his is why quasi-cylindrh:al pures (pure channels) 

must be com;ider·ed tobe as stable as lenticular pores (0.1 < '1./x < I). 

If therefore z/x = 0.1 is considered to be the minimum axial ratio tu be reached in 

real sintering prucedures, the respective minimum shape factor for pores is 1<'
0 

= 
0.0696 (compare fig. 13). 

Using this shape factor Logether with the rcspective nrientation factors for l. 

order bounds (cm>:luu = 0 or cos2ull == I), fl. order· bounds (cus:lull =- 113) and 111. 

order bounds (cos2uD == 1/3) the lowcr lwund equatinns for porous sintered 

materials follow from equation (44) as given in fig. 24.- Jt must be emphasized 

and not be overluoked, that the equat.iuns given in lig. 24 exccplionally refer to 

pores fonned by a history including siuterin!j. Otherwise - ns for· porosity in 

pellets pressed only for in::;tnnce, eqw,lion::. (51)), (57) and (5H) do not apply due to 

the missing surface diffusion pl'llccss. In the::;e case::; one has t.u go back to 

equations (I)- (3) assuming a vcry ::;mall but definite cuiH:luctivily of the pore::; 

Oim tPD = !im 4>1' ctc 0; e.q. thermal cnndudivity ofthe gas filliug Ure pures). 

'l'he equations for ::;pecial ca::;es of' pon~ eharactel'isl.ies aecnrding lo equalion::; 

(44,45) are given in fig. 25. 

lower bounds Iower bounds 

I. order <Pli'= <1•.1/ (1 -f') 
7 (56a) •1•:, = •J•M(I-PJ (56b) 

II. order 1•1/1' = •I>M(I-/'1:1 (57a) 
2(1 -Pi 

(57b) 111_1 --''I'- ''.lt 2+1' 

m.order cj>/1//' = <J•M (1-Pi
3 (58a) <1/// == <!> (I -1')3!2 

>I' .II 
(58b) 

Fig. 24: Bound equalio11s ol'dii'J'erenl order for porous malerials (!<' = lield 
property; P = porosity (J'raeliunal); tpp = effeetive fleld property of 
porous material; •1>~ 1 ::: conduclivity ofnonporousmaterial; <PI 11 111 = 
lower bounds for lhe el'feclive tleld property; <1>1,11,111 = upper l)ounds for 
effective field pr<ifl<~rty 
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spherical pores 

cylindrical pores 

statisticall(; directed to the field 
direction pore channels in 
isotropic materials) 

cylindrical pores 

oriented perpendicular {1.) and 
parallel {II) to the field direction 
{oriented pore channels) 

The Quantitative Microstructure-Field Property 
Co"elation of Multiphase and Porous Materials 

<PP = <PM { 1- P)312 (59) 

<PP = <PM { 1- P)513 (60a) 

<PP.l = <PM {1- P)2 (60b) 

<PPII = <PM { 1- P) (60c) 

Fig. 25: Bound equations for special pore structures (F = field property;P = 
porosity (fractional); <PP = effective field porosity ofporous material; <PM 
= conductivity ofnonporous material; <PI 11111 = lower bounds for the 
effective field property; <!Jl.ll,III = upper b~unds for the effective field 
property 

2.8 Extension ofthe theory from two-phase to multi-phase materials 

The previous theoretical treatment of the interrelationships between microstruc

ture and field properties has been restricted to two-phase materials. In order to 

treat materials with more than two phases the principle of the selfconsistent 

scheme is applied once again. 

Considering, for instance, a three phase material, the effective field property is 

determined first for a combination of two of its phases. The resulting two-phase 

material then is considered as a "fictitious (single) substituting phase", 

possessing the - previously calculated - effective field property and being com

bined now with the third ·phase of the three-phase system. Continued treatment 

assumes an apparently two-phase material formed by the fictitious substitution 

phase and the third phase. Applying the bound concept with that procedure to a 

three-phase material (phases a, ß, y; assumed phase concentrations Ca = 70, Cß = 
20, cy = 10 vol.%; assumed field properties ofthe phases <Pa: <Pß: <Pv = 1000: 10: 

1) no preference may be given to one combination of the three possibilities in the 

first step: aß; ßy; ya. According to these three different but equally justified fic-
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titious substitution phases six effective properties result (<Pop!, <Popi; <Pßv'• <Pßyi; 

<Pvol, <Pvoi). Combining each of them with the respective third phase 12 bound 

values follow, one of which provides a maximum field property and another one 

providing a minimum field property value. This couple bounds all other possible 

values ofthe three pha::;e material. With the value::; fur Lhe assumed three-phase 

material given above one obtains the results given in fig. 26. 

-{ 
1>1njly ~ 8.3 

<f>lujl = 43.5 
•1> 1o!ll:::: 3n.2 

af3 
upper bound ufthe 

4>ioiJv -- 9.9 

-[ 
- three-phase 

tlJinjl = 782.2 
material: 

•1• 1oill = 704.1 704.1 

-{ 11'1111" = H.l 

'l'lllv 
-- 2.5 -

'Vlilyn = 700.7 
j)y 

--~ l. 11'11\\il = 26.3 

1>11Jv - 8.0 -

... '1''111" = 702.4 

- ... 1111\<ljl = 4.9 4.D 
<Piyo = 4.:3 

•-+--

'1·'1•1\1 c:c ' r '"\vl'r ,,,ll,nd "r th•· 
- ... ,),d 

ya i.h r,.,. pha:,t· 
lllitkrinl 

.... 
•!•1 1 •<II -" ·17.H 

<!JI yo = 870.3 --~---· 

,.. 
•1•' 111 11 := GH8 

r•'ig. 26: I. Order bound determinaliun li1r three-phase mnterinls. 

In the first column the pu::;::;ible t.w11-phu::;e combinatiun::; are li::;ted followed by the 

respective I order bounds (seeond e"lumn, fig. 26). In the third column uf fig. 26 
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these bounds for euch subslilulion phase are correlated with the lield property of 

the respective third phusc providing altogether six upper and six lower bounds, 

from which, by compul'ison, thc ullimale (I. ot·der) upper and luwer bounds for Lhe 

three phasematerial comc out (fig. 26, last column). As the.comparison of the 

maximumvariable region between the pure phase lield-properties (ß<Pmax = <Pa -
<Pv = 999) and the region between the bounds for the three phase materials 

demonstrates, even I. order bounds, in Lhis case, reduce the region of variation 

remarkably (- 30 %). 'l'his procedure may be applied also to more than three phases 

and lligher order bounds, if mure than only one microstructural parameter (the 

number of phases tu be three) has been lixed, Finally in the case that even 

detailed information is avai lable about the microstructure (compare fig. 4), then an 

appropriate treatment of the microstructure-lield property relationship is also 

possible by the model coneepl. 

A::;suming the threc-phase malt,fial l'unsist::; of two solid pltases (M,D) and, one 

gaseous phase <P. =. pores), whieh is induded in thc solid matrix phase (M), 

equation (44) pruvidt~::> 

for the elfective licld propet·ty uf thc porous matrix phase (1st step) 

2 ~ 
t'(!ti 111' - I CU:~ u,. 
----+ --

/1'1' 2/1'1' 

for the effcctive field property ufthe three-phase material (2nd step) 

2 ., 
i'O,~ UIJ I t'IJI'i -,IJ) 

-1-
'll<'/) 

~ 1. 2 
cw; u

1
, I'ON n/J -- I c·ot:t u

0 
+-- +--

21•',, ~·/) 2F lJ 
\I - c/!) 

(61) 

(62a) 

(62b) 

I <PM = field properly of lhe eompacllllalrix phase; <l>MP = field property of the J?O
rous matrix phase; <Pc = Jield prupcrly of lhe three-phase material; P = porostty 
as fraction; cn = volume content of lhe inclusion phase; Fp = shape faclor of the 
pures; Fn = shape faclor of i11clusion phase; cos2a., = orientation factor of the 
pures; cos2a0 = orientalion factor of the inclusion phase) 
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As can be concluded eat;i]y by changing the sequence uf M, D and P it does not 

matter for the final form uf equutiun (62b), whether une cumbines phase M and 

phase D in the firt;t step instead uf phase M and phase P. This treatment holds 

also true for more than three phases affering the application of the model concept 

also to multiphase materials. 

3. The determination of microstructural parameters by quantitative 
microstructural analysis 

3.1 M icrostructural analysis 

According to fig. 4 and equation (32) a total of 5 parameters are required in order 

to take complete quantitative account of the microstructure uf a multiphat:le 

material in microstructure-field property equatiuns. Two of thern are implicit 

microstructural parameters (number of phases, type of microt:ltructure), which 

govern the type of the microstructure-field pmperty equation by appropriate 

Suppositions but do not appear explicitly. Explicit microst.ructural parameters, 

however, are defined as factors in the equation (concentration factor, shape factor, 

orientation factor). - All these parameters are determined by means uf quanti

tative microstructural analysis. The principle of this analysis is illustrated in fig. 

27. Warking from prepared sections through the material, micrographs are 

produced optically and magnified, reproduced photographically andlor electroni

cally, magnified again and measured. The data measured in a flat plane are 

converted to three dimensional microstructural parameters by means of 

stereological equations in a primary computerprogram and these parameters are 

then used in other computer programs fm· determining the required micro

structural factors and properLies ofthe twu-phase materials. 

3.2 I mplicite microstructural parameters: n u mber of'pha ses an d type of' 

microstructure 

Determination ofthe data on the number ofphases (fig. 4), is particularly simple, 

since they can be seen directly in magnified rnicrostructural images with 

adequate contrast. 
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The datn on the distinclion beiween matrix and interconnecting microstructures 

is obtained from measurements ofthe following parameters in the micrograph: 

total numberofinclusion particles(Nt~), 

number of inclusion particles not making contact with other particles of the 
inclusion phase (No), 

Microstructure Analysis 

Preparation + 

bJ 
contrasting ~~:i_ 

I 
\ ·······;i = ~ "t_ T_~<l j 

Qg gas contral~ th~:ber 
polishing~·· 
gnnd1ng . ~ 

I 
mou\d1ng 

t 
cutting 

!<C:l-0 
axial 
section 

cross section 

Microscopy + 

control 
+ 

detector 

microscopy epidiascopy 

Computing 

extended 
progammes 

outpul /:[:!r 
I~ 

stereo\oglca\ 
program 

t 
computer 

Fig. 27: Sequence ufquaniiiative microsiructural analysis (schemalic) [24]. 

number uf coniact pm;;itiom; beiween particles of ihe inclusion phase (ntJ 
relaied lo ihe total number of included partieles. 

by means ofihe correlalion [53): 

(63) 

where lhe degree uf chain formalion ( K) is n measure of the mean n umher of' con 

tacting posi lions wi lh adjacen l par·Licles per parlicle llO I ,2:131: 'l'he prubabi Ii ty uf 

interconnecling microstr·ucture being presetü is shown in lig. 2H a:; a f'unclion of 

the degree uf chnin furmatiun. When thcre is a small rncan rHtfllhl•t·of coniacting 

adjacenl particle:;, thc probabilily of inlerconnccling micrm.;lntclurc oecurring is 

low (e.g. zcro for K s I). 'I'his probabilily increases with increasing degree of 

chain formalion from "pure" malrix (K s l) to "pure" interconnecting 

microslructure (K 2: 4 ). 
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In quantitative micro::;tructural analysis the preci::;e separation between ag-glo

merated particles and nonagglomerated parlicles simply by measurement i::; 

usually not possible. 'l'he analysis therefore incl udes 

the determinalion of mean cross section areas per parlicle in microstructure::; 
conlaining very low inclusion pha::;e particles. ln this case agglomerat.ion may 
be neglected. 

the determination of rnean cro::;::; section area::; per particle in microstructures 
con taining increasing concen lra tion of inclusion phase particles. 

the probabilistic calculation of the terms of equation (36) from the above 
mentioned measurements. 

0 

ß 
_.,-----

6 / 
/ 

"5 02 1/ 
0 1 2 

degree of chain formation K 

Fig. 28: Distinction oftypes ofmicrostructure by the degree of chain formation. 

The formation of an interconnecting microstructure will be reflected for example 

in field propertyplots versus phase concentration as already demonstrated in fig. 

20, where within the hatched region the interconnecting microstructure increases 

starting from about 10 vol.% metal with increasing meta! concentration. In this 

case the degree of chain formation between meta! particles is considered. But also 

from the other side of the diagram the interconnecting microstructure increases 

starting from about 30 vol.% meta! with decreasing meta! content. In this case 

the degree of chain formation between ceramic particles is considered. The 

degree of chain formation becomes four at different phase concentrations (e.g. 15 

vo1.% meta! ,;:; c s 25 vol.% meta!) marking the closer region in which "perfect" 

interconnecting microstructure exists.- The position ofthis region is variable and 

depends on the powder characteristics of the two phases and the materials techno

logy. In fig. 29 it is pointed out how the change of the type of microstructure is 

expressed even in such a technological parameter as the pressed density of 
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powder technologically prepared cermets plotted versus the concentration of the 

phases. 
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Fig. 29: Expression ofmicrostructural types in density plots versus phase con
centration (TD = theoretical density). 

3.3 Explicit mictrostructural para meters: Concentration, shape and orientation 

factors 

The three microstructural factors quantitatively characterising the concentra

tion, shape and orientation of inclusion phase particles of a two-phase material 

are defined by the derivation of equation (32). They are determined forareal ma

terial by measurements made an two-dimensional micrographs, from which the 

microstructural factors applicable to three-dimensional material can be calcula

ted by means ofstereological equations. 

The phase concentration factor follows as phase volume content directly from the 

mean value of the area content of the phases in micrographs originating from 

sections cut statistically through the material (Delesse principle) [265]. 

In accordance with equation (9) and fig. 13, the shape factor is a function of the 

ratio ofthe rotation axis (axis ofrevolution) and the minor axis ofthe spheroid by 

which the real particles of the inclusion phase in the model are replaced. The fact, 
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that Lhis "spatial" axial ralio (z/x) can be determined from the (mean) "planar" 

axial rati~ of the sectional ellipses of the spheroids substituting for the real 

particles of the inclusion phase by means of stereological equations, was a crucial 

factor in the choice ofthe spheroid model for characterising real material. 

In practice one proceeds as follows: Lhe area and periphery are measured for each 

section of an (irregularly shaped) particle of the inclusion phase in a two.-dimen

sional micrograph and from this Lhe axial ralio is calculated for the sectional 

ellipse with the same area-to-periphery ratio as the measured sectional area of 

the parlicle (fig. 30) [199,215]. Since one can form the planar axial ratios not only 

from "minor axis (b') to major axis (a')" but also from "major axis to minor axis", 

one obtains in each case two mean values of measured axial ratio of sectional 

ellipses: 

II o 

2:~ 

~=!~I 
II b' 

(64a) 

II b' 

2:--; -
-• a =1!!'_1 

n a' 
(64b) 

Foreach of theseaxial rntius, lhe slen~ulolJicnl equatiflns provide un axial ralio 

for each oblate spheroid and one fw· each prolale sphertoid [ll.:J,Iml,21fi,:L44I, 

hence a total of 4 "spnlinl" nxinlralios lz/xl: 

I ~I = I ; I_ ..... ; .. J, -I ; I' 
/

1 -1~1~ 
(65a) 

(65b) 

(66a) 
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;, -1 ~I' I; 1,) 
I 

(66b) 

) 

field direction 

z 

I<'ig. 30: Determination of axial ratios ofsectional ellip~:~es. 

These equations are shown graphically in fig. 31 [199,215]. In a notional experi

ment, Iet it nbw be assumed thut thcre is a two-phase material with identical pro

late spheroidal particlc::; of inclu::;ion phase. In the sections cut statistically 

through it, sectional cllipl:lc::; thcn appl'al' whose measurement provides the two 

axial ratios in acconlancc with Cl(Uation (64). From equations (65) and (66) then 

follow 4 axial raliol:l of l:lphcroid::;, ol' which only twu, namcly those for prulate 

spheroids cort·esponding to the ass(.lmed rnodel malet·ialmust be identical, whilst 

the associated two axial ratiot:~ fot· oblate spheroid::; are nol. For quantitative 
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microstructural analysis of a real material, this means that of the 4 axial ratios 

obtained from measurements for substitute spheroids, only two are appmximale

ly equal in euch cuse for the same type of :.,l,heroid (prolate or oblate), or lie closer 

Logether than the uther two. 'J'he spheroid corresponding to the approximately 

equal axial ratios would then be besl suited for a model charaeterising the real 

particles ofthe inclusion phase.- ln thesc realcases, however, where the differen

ces between the spatiul nxial rnlios will Iw so smnll (sec fig. :31 dotted lincs) that 

no selection is pos:oi blc for praclica I purpo:oes, une nwy ci ther delennine a ntean 

value from each pair of axi a I ra tiu:o f'or euch type of sphcroid, thu:o obtaining two 

shape factor:o in accordan,:e with equali~>n (10) ur lig. La illld the corre:opunding 

bounding curve:o or une avcmge:o all '' axialralios ohtaining a singlc mean shape 

factor. 

In order tu les~ the slereolog·jcal • LJUations fot· dctcrming axial ratios a model 

experiment has been made as shown in lig. 32. Pills of equal prolate shape have 

been included in a resin matrix as used fot· mounting in melallography. Since 

lheir spatial axialratiowas known by measuremenlthe meau axial ralio of their 

ellipses in sections of plane can be determined by equations (65b) und (66b) or lig. 

31. Now measuremcnts as described above have been madc to dclermine t.he 

experimentally mean axialrutios in seclions of plane. From them the most likely 

mean spatiul axialratio has been calculaled by equations (65) and (66).1n lig. 33 

the values obtained from measurements are compared wilh lhe predetennined 

nominal values 12001. 

In accmdance with lhe del'ivation uf' etluation (32), the orienlation factor is the 

cositw squared of lhe angle formed by thc lield slrength gradienl direction und 

the rotatiun axis of sphemids of identical form and size sub:otiluling lhe real 

particles in the mudel (sec fig. 10). Lilw the ~•hupe f'actor, this can also be calcula 

ted from axial ratios detennined by quantitative tnicrustrudural analysis. To 

derive the relationship, one proceeds fromthc fulluwing equations (114]: 

for prolate spheroids 

I"' I a' ,.\ 

(67a) 

for oblate spheroids 
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Fig. 31: "Spatial" axial ratio of t:>pheruidt:> as a function of "plane" axial ratiu uf 
sectionul ellipses. 

Fig. 32: Spheroids mudelled by pills in n resin tnairix phase. 
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Quantity Nominal Measured Rel. Error(%) 

Mean axial ratio (a'/ts) 1,2494 1,2027 3,88 
in the plane 

(l:l/a'l 0,8119 0,8541 5,19 

Volume content Vv 0,2180 0,2212 1.46 

Mean axial ratio IZTxl 1,1785 1,2001 1,83 J 
Fig. 33: Compari::;ou (lfnomiu:d and ·~XIH'rinwntal uxialmliosol'::;phcroidnl 

inclusions. 

2 
t'OS OA = (67b) 

and 

., 
m"··n = ,, (68b) 

For these equations, the ("spatial") axial ratio of the sphe.roid is dete1·mined with 

equations (65) and (66) from the mean axial ratios ofthe sectional ellipses 

(I~] I~] )which were measured in sections cut statistically tbrough the 
a' ' b' , . 

material. On the other hand, the mean axial ratios ofthe sectional ellipses 

( I ~ ] , I ~ ] )contained in the equations themselves, are those measured in 
a A b ,1 

sectional planes (A) perpendicular to the field direction (see fig. 34). 

The selection procedure for evaluating a mean spatial axial ratio, as described 

above for the determination of the "singular" shape factor specifies which of the 

two equations 67b or 68b is tobe used for evaluating the orientalion factor. If, on 

the other hand, one considers the mean axial ratios for the prolate and oblate 

spheroids to be equally justifiable, then one obtains two - equally justifiable -

orientation factors and hence one more corresponding bounding curve of higher 
order. 

Theorientation factor in accordance with equations 67 or 68 can be optimized by 

an additional measuring requirement. Fundamentally, of course, one may 
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determine the orientation of the substiluted spheroid for each spatial direction, 

by determining the axial ratios of the sectional ellipses in all three sectional 

planes perpendicular to the three spatial directions (see fig. 34) and hence 

I 
h' 1 2 
~ B-> cos ulJ I h' I 2 --; -+cos ac 

u c 
(69) 

The following mathematical boundary condition then applies 

(70) 

This boundary condition, however, is only fulfilled on the ideal model, whilst for 

the real case the following will apply: 

c 
'\.' 2 L cos U;' 

(71) 

1=A 

Fig. 34: Orientation factor: model explanation. 

In order to adjust the modelmaterial to the real case, one sets: 

2 2 ., 
Ycos nA + Ycos nEJ + Yms"nc = Y· X= I 

(72) 
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with 

and 

y = ---------

and analogaus to equations (67b) and (68b): 

2 
ros u(' == 
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(73) 

(74) 

(75a) 

(75b) 

(76a) 

(76b) 

From equation (74) tagether with equations (67b), (75a) nnd (76a) follows 

I z j 
2 

- -I 
X R (77) 

Y=lzl
2

11b'l
2 

1"'1
2 

lb'l
2 l - - + - + - -::l 

x 1 a' tl a' ll u' c 

and- also from equation (74) but with equations (68b), (75b) and (76b) follows 

(78) 
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Theorientation factor which can be determined from analytical measurements of 

microstructure results then from equations (67), (68), (77), (78) and (73): 

(79) 

(80) 

Since for example for a model material with statistical orientation of the 

inclusion phase particles 

or 

must apply, an orientation factor of 

I 
cos2a = -

}) 3 

(81) 

(82) 

follows from equation (79) and (80), as expected for an isotropic material (compare 

page 21). 

It might be mentioned in this context that an isotropic material always refers to 

that orientation factor, but that this orientation factor is not exclusively 

representative for an isotropic microstructure. lt is possible to realize that special 

orientation factor also by definitely oriented microstructures (an ""' 55°), which 

means, according to theory, that the field property of an unique anisotropic 

material should be identical with that ofthe same but isotropic material. Further 

theoreticaltrea tment and experimental verification of this result is desired. 

In general, however, as the derivation demonstrates, the microstructural factors, 

which according to equation (32) quantitatively correlate the microstructure of a 

two-phase material with its field properties, can completely be determined by 

quantitative microstructural analysis. 
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4. Comparison between calculated and measured field properlies in 
dependance on microstructure 

4.1 Two phasemetals 

Generally the comparison between measured and calculated values will starL 

from least specified microstructures - cuncerning I. order bounds - and move 

gradually to mure and more defined microstructures - say highet· order bounds 

and "singular" values offield properties [20 1]. 

lf, in the case of a metallic material., nothing mure i:; known about its mict·o

structure than the number of phases (compare fig. 4) lo be two, then the 

experimental values have only lo fit into first order bnunds (equation (l)). As 

pointed out in figs. 35, 36, 37 and 38 these expectalions come true, indeed, for the 

electrical conductivi ty of two-phase meta! systems [20 1 J. 
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Fig. 35: Electrical conductivity of Mg2Pb-Pb meta! (0) at room temperature 
[150] and I. order bounds (-). 
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100 

Cd 

Fig. 36: Electrical conductivities ofCd-Pb meta!(.) at room temperature [150] 
and I. order bounds (--). 
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Cu 

Fig. 37: Electrical conductivities ofCu-W meta! (e 0 + ß) at room tempera
ture [73,120,134,242] and I. order bounds (-). 
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Fig. 38: Electrical conductivity ufCu~Fe meta! (LJ) at l'oum temperature [150] 
and L or·der bounds (---). 

Due to the fact, that, from theory, 1. order buunds are ulLimute buunds iL is also 

po~sible conversely to confirm theoretical values by experimental data 

etther to test the reliability uf rnemmred field pruperiies of two~phase 
materials 

or to conclude about the bonding between the phases. 

If the premise is fulfilled that bunding exists between the Lwo phases then all 

measured field properlies need tn fit into the I. order bounds. l•'or experimental 

values which lie above the upper [. urder bound, as in fig. 39 for the thermal 

conductivity, eithe1· the accuracy ofmeasurernent for the values themselves is not 

sufficient or the field properlies of the pure phases guverning the bounds are not 

correct. If, for instance, the conductivity of tungsten would be somewhat higher 

more measured values of the two-phase material would be bounded by the curves. 
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100 
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Fig. 39: 'Thermal conductivity ofCu-W-metal (O e)at room temperature [73, 
120] and I. order bounds (-). 

In figs. 40, 41 and 42 some measured values are placed below the lower bound. 

Assuming bonding exists then the same reasons may explain it as given for fig. 

39. But taking into account nonbonding between the phases the I. order bounds in 

fig. 40, for examp
1
le, then have to refer to either (quasi-) porous bismuth or (quasi-

' I , 
poro us) tin (hatched regions). These bounds are superimposed in fig. 40 to the I. 
order bounds for the Bi-Sn-system. Since all measured values fit into the hatched 

region for porous materials it is reasonable to assume a Iack of bonding between 

the phases as a possible explanation. 

As tl1e example demonstrates microstructure-property correlations may also be a 

tool to investigate indirectly the bonding behaviour between different phases. 

Knowing that the material is two-phased and isotropic IJ. order bounds (equ. 2) 

appl_y to describe experimental field properties. Obviously these bounds will come 

closer with decreasing difference in the field pruperties of the pure phases, as the 

comJ;Jarison for the electrical and thermal conductivity of two-phase isotropic 
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Fig. 40: Thermal conductivity ofBi-Sn meta! ( +) at room temperature [150], 
respective I. order bounds (-) and I. order bounds for porous bismuth 
and porous tin (hatched region). 
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Fig. 41: Electrical ( +) and thermal (e) conductivity of Al-CuAI2 meta! at room 
temperature [5] and I. order bounds (-). 
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Fig. 42: Electrical conductivity uf Bi-Ga metal (0) at room ternperature ll66] 
and I. order bounds (-). 

metals with [], order bounds in fig. 43, 44, 45 and 46 demonstrates [201] and also 

for steel and cast irun considered Inter (fig. 80) Logether with the composites due 

to their carbide phase. 

Bounds come closer and closer by increasing microstructural information ending 

up fi nally in "singular" curves uf f'ield pruperties versus phase concentration. 'I'he 

mea:sured values in fig. 47, for instance, refer to Ag-Fe specimens, in which the 

matrix phase changes but spherical geometry of the inclusion phase particles 

remains. In that case equ. (40) provides a lower bound ifiron forms the matrix but 

delivers upper bound vnl ues fur the si I ver matrix phase. 

Additionally one part of these Ag-Fe specimens has been cold worked by drawing 

whic:h led to a fibre-like microstructure, where the fibres are parallel oriented 

with the drawing direction. Measut·ing electrical conductivities in this direction 

the respective theoretical curve follows from equ. (43). - Summarizing both the 

non-·wldworked and coldworked Ag·-Fe specimens in one diagram, all measured 

valu;es should be bounded by the upper curve following from equ. (43) and the 

lower curve given by equ. (40) for Fe matrix phase [201]. As fig. 47 brings out, this 

- ind~ed- is the case. 
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Fig. 43: 'I'hermal conductivity of AI-UAI-1 melal (•+LJ) al366 K [124,125] and 
II. order bounds (----). 
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Fig. 47: Electrical conductivity uf Ag-l•'e metal (x) at 289 K ll50] and respective 
bounds for spheres or directionally oriented fibres as inclusion phase (-). 

Fig. 48 refers to spherical copper indusiuns in a Zn-matrix phase, where the 

respective curve was caleulated according to equ. (40) and fig. 49 shows the com 

parison of experimental data with a calculated curve for Bi-Gu-metal: In order to 
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Fig. 48: Thermal conductivity ofCu-Zn metal with Zn-matrix phase and spheri
cal Cu inclusions (x) at room temperature [ 156] and calculated curve (-). 
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simulale direclionally sulidified euledies a nelwurk of Cu-fibt·es (Fil = 0.5) has 

been included inlo a Bi-matrix phase. 'I'ht! orientalion of the fibt·e-network was 

perpendicular to the current direclion (un = 90°) as drawn in fig. 49. This micro· 

structural arrangement refers lucqu. (41) which, in fact, describes the slope ofthe 

electrical conductivity values cven briuging out the scattering more clearly by 

proper ordinate magnil1calion (lig. 4 D) 120 l ]. 
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Fig. 49: Electrical conductivity ofBi-Cu metal (x) at room temperature [270] 
with a Cu fibre network oriented perpendicular to the direction of 
electrical current and calculated curve (-). 

Finally in figs. 50 and 51 the measured electrical and thermal conductivities of 

Al-matrix phase metal materials containing oriented steel fibres (Fn == 0.5) as a 

incl usion phase are compared with calculated curves [201]. The fibres have been 

oriented under different angles to the electrical current or heat flux direction (Oo; 

30°; 60°; 90°), for which the respective orientation factors have been introduced 

intoequ. (32). 

As :pointed out in figs. 50 and 51 there is a clear reflection of the variation of the 

11bre orientation by the theoretical curves for electrical as well as for the thermal 

con ductivity. It might be worthwhile in this context to mention that short fibres 

ofs1nall diameteras the inclusion phase being oriented in field direction cause al

most the same effect on the effective field property as lang fibres due to the same 

sha pe factor approach (Fn = 0.5). Keeping in mind with respect to technology 
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that long fibres are usually more complicated to handle, this result is also of 
practical interest. 
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Fig. 50: Electrical conductivity of Al-SS meta! with Al-matrix phase and orien
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4.2 Two-phase Ceramies 

Reported electrical conductivities of two-phase ceramic::; f197 J are compared in 

fig . .52 with the respective l. order bounds demonstraiing· dearly, that bounding 

in that case is not a sufficient engineering approach to de::;cribe the effect of phase 

coneentration on the selected field property. - For the thermal conductiviiy of 

BeO-MgO-ceramics (lig. 53) as weil as of the very "practical" clay-technical 

zirconia system (fig. 54), however, a !ready I. order bounds offer useful restrictions 

of the variational region with phase concentration, which is even more true for 

the ~Case of isotropic "Bamica"-Al2Ü3 matrix phase ceramies and the respective 

Irr. order bounds (fig. 55). 
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And although special conditions have to be observed when lreating magnetic 

properties, which are still under consideration, Iiterature data of lhe magnetic 

permeability of isotropic "Nizifer"-BaTi03 fit weil with ll. order bounds (Fig. 56). 
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lf the available information about the microstructure permits the use of a micro

structure-field property equation instead of bounds, a single curve follows 

correlating the field property and the phase concentration, This is the case for a 

two-phase ceramic in fig. 57, where the two phases form an interconnecting 

microstructure (Fn = 0.5; cos2am,k = 0.33) over a wide range of phase 

concentrat+ons (15 vol. 0/c, < c < 85 vol.%) [17,21]. The measured field property 

concerns the relative dielectric constant, the calculated curve refers to equ. (36) 

taking into account the above mentioned shape and orientation factors [17,21]. 

4.3 Two-phase carbon -polymer materials 

With respect to fig. 2 carbon- or graphite- is difficult to coordinate but it is a non

metal-containing material and a basic element for polymers. This is why carbon

polymer materials are considered separately in this chapter [197]. 

In figs. 58 and 59 electrical conductivities of carbon-polymer mat'rix phase combi

nations are compared with the respective ill. order bounds. In fig. 60 the same 
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has been clone for the thermal conductivitiy of a diamond-polymer matrix phase 

and graphite-polymer matrix phase combinations. For graphite fibres (Fn = 0.5) 

included in a phenolformaldehyde matrix phase and oriented perpendicularly to 
the temperature gradienl (cos2un = 0) the measured thermal conductivities are 

compared with the respective theorelical curve according lo equ. (41) in fig. 61. 

Combinations of carbon with other than polymer phases are treated amongst 

composites. 
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material with phenolic mat!'ix phase and included grafile fibres oriented 
perpendicularly to the temperature gradient (x) at room temperature 
[258] and theoretical curve (-). 

4.4 Two-phase composites 

If, according to nomenclature and fig. 2,Lhe phases of a multiphase material 

belong to different main groups ofmaterials as either metallic and ceramic mate-
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rials, ceramic and non-metal-containing materials (e.g. polymers) or polymeric 

and metallic materials then one is dealing with composites [202,206]. More than 

that the structure of composites has to be macroscopically homogeneaus and 

microscopically quasihomogeneous. Macroscopically inhomog·eneous phase 

combinations as sandwich materials or plated materials are "composed 

materials" but not composites in the sense of this definition. And also 

combinations such as carbon fibres in a carbon matrix (Cl•'C) arenot composites 

but carbon- basedmaterials with a technically produced, inslead of in-situ formed, 

("fibre-reinforced") microstructure. 

Composites, thus defined, are especially appropriate to test theoretical predic

tions since due to the difference in the field properties of their phases, which is 

usually big, their effective properties reflect microstructural alterations particu

larly sensitively [196,203,204]. 

In figs. 7 and 20 the measured electrical conductivities of a number of two-phase, 

isotropic composites have been compared with the respective bounds which 

process is now continued by figs. 62- 85. The sequence of the figures follows the 

decreasing difference in the field properties of the pure phases, which results in 

closer bounds uf any order. Electrical (fig. 62- 67, 69, 70, 72, 80, 82, 84, 85) as weil 

asthermal conductivities (figs. 68, 71, 79, 81, 83) ofcermets (figs. 7, 20,62-67, 

71, 74, 77- 82, 84, 85) including steel as an exceplion (fig. 80), metal-polymer 

(figs. 7, 68, 73) and polymer-ceramic composites (figs. 75, 76, 83) are included in 

the comparison between measured data and bounds. Amongst them those with 

glasses (figs. 65, 83) or carbon (figs. 69, 70, 72) occur. Apart from a few exceptions, 

amongst them those for resin-Al [106,138], resin-Cu [ 106,246] and UOz-Mo [128], 

the comparison between experimental values and theorelical buunds for field 

properties confirms the practical reliability of bound predictions in the frame of 

their restricted accuracy. If, however, the information about the microslructure is 

sufficient, the more definite microstructure-field property equations based on 

model microstructure assumptions should be used. This was possible and has 

been clone for the composites mentioned in figs. 86 to 96. The computed curves in 

figs. 86, 87 (Fn = 0,33; cos2an = 0.33) refer to equation (44), whilst equation (45) 

(Fn = 0,33; cos2a[) = 0.33) holds true for the calculated slupein f'igs. 88 and 89.In 

figs. 90 to 93 the theoretical calculation of the slope of the field properties versus 

phase concentration was based on equation (40) (spherical inclusions). As 

expected and demonstrated in fig. 94 the calculation with equation (43) (oriented 
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-1.5 Two-phase solul-litJIIid ::;ys/ems 

Tlre Quantitatil•e Microstructure-Field Property 
Correlation ofMultiplrase and Paraus Materials 

For a few solid-liquid systems measured data of thermal and electrical 

conductivities are available to be compared with calculated values. In fig. 97 

measured thermal conducLivities of sand-water mixtures are compared with 

calculated curves versus phase concentmtion. Assuming interconnection of the 

phases equation Wö) (l•'l> "" 0.5; cus:2u ~ 0.33) [244,246] provides the respective 

curve, which, however, dues nolmeet the experimental data sufficiently, prnbably 

due to the assumed microstructural pammeters. The less definite II. order 

bounds, however, include the mca:mred values as expeded. 

Chang·ing- den::dly and electrical cunductivity ol' an NaCI solutiun (liquid matrix 

phase) by variable dissolution with pending polymer sphcre::; in it the measured 

effective electrical cunductivities of the liquid-solid system vat·y as shown in fig. 

98. Curves calculated according to equation 40 fit sufficienUy weil with the 

experimental data. 

4.6 Porous and nwlliplwse mnlerials 

'l'he same procedure as used for the comparison of measured and calculated field 

properlies oftwo phase matel'ials shall now be applied to compare theoretical and 

experimental values for the field pmpet·ties of porous materials. 

Electrical and thermal conductivities as weil as magnetic permeabilities of 

porous metals and ceramies are compared with I. order bounds according to equs. 

(56) in figs. 99- 101. 'l'he same has been clone in Fig. 102 for carbon and grafite.-

II. and III. order bounds according to equ. (57) and (58) are compared with 

measured electrical and thermal conductivities of isotrupic porous sintered 

metals and measured thermal conductivities ofisotropic sintered porous ceramies 

in figs. 103 - 105 and III. order bounds according to equ. (58) are compared with 

experimentally determined electrical and thermal conductivities of isotropic 

sintered porous oxide and nonoxide ceramies as weil as isotropic porous carbon 

and graphitein figs. 106- 109. 

'I'urning to two-phase isotropic and nonisotl'Opic sintered porous systems, in 

which non-spherical pures form one phase, the shape and orientation of which is 
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magnetic permeability ofFe (•) [63,215); I. order bounds (-). 
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Fig.104: Thermal conductivity ofisotropic porous sintered metals as Fe/steel (I) 
[4,33,121,140,141,168,276], Cu (x) [140], Mo (o) [10,49], W (Ll) 
[84,147,162,165], Ni (O) [168), Be ( +) [48] at room temperature and II. 
order bounds (---) as weil as m. order bounds (·· .. ). 
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Fig. 105: Thermal conductivity ofisotropic porous sinterecl ceramies as Al20:1 
(O) [172,235), Zr02 (o) [161, B4C ( +) 119,167], TiN (V) [3] and various 
minerals (J) [251] at room temperature and Il. order bounds (---) as well 
as m. order bounds ( ""'), 

known, one may calculate singular values and compare lhem wilh measured 

data. 'I'his is donein figs. 110 and 111 for sinLered porous iron. 'l'he calculation 

was based for both !'ig. 110 (isotropic sintered ptH'ous irun; cus~ul) = 0.33) aud lig. 

111 (non-isotropic sinlered por·ous iron) on equ. (44). lt is noleworthy, that all 

shape factors of the pores in sintered iron in fig. 110 and 111 refer· tothoseaxial 

ratios ( 2': 0.1) according· tu flg. 13, which, for industrially sintered materials, have 

been predicted beforc" 

Finally measured values of multiphasc materials have been compared with 

theoretical data calculated as described in chapter 2.8 

In fig, 112 measured thermal conductivilics fur fire-re::;istant bricks (multiphase 

ceramic) are related to curves, whieh have been calculated referring to lhe 

schematic sketch (flg. 112). For the alumina based and <.JlHll'iz based bricks 

consisting of single-phase alumina and quartz with microporosily as an 

"effective" matrix phase, in which, then, macroporosily is included, lhe thermal 

conductivities for ihe micmporous alumina and microporous quartz have been 
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Fig. 106: Electrical conductivity ofisotropic pot·ous sintered ceramies as 
Zr02 (o) [234], TiC ( +) [236], CaxMoyC (x) [218], TiN (1') [3] at 
room temperature and m. order bounds (""), 

calculated in a first step followed by calculating the (macro-) porosity influence in 

a secund step. 'l'he calculation was based on equ. (32) and (36) and concerns, in 

this case, three phase materials: a single-phase ceramic, microporosity and 

macroporosity, lhe latter one being eilher closed (in quartz based bricks) or 

interconnected (in corund-based bricks). Since in the silica-based fire resistanl 

ceramic the :oilica solid constituenl it:oelf is already three-phased composed by 

cristobalite (50 Vol.%), tridymite (36 Vol.%) and glassy phase (14 Vol.%) the 

system with micl'Oporosity and macwporosity is five-phased in total. Bul, as fig. 

112 brings out, also for this complex ceramic a::; weil as for the two three-phase 

brick materials salisfying agreement exist::; between the calculated overall 

thermal conduclivi tie::; ver::;us macroporosi ly and the measured data. 

The same result has been obtained by the same procedure for non-porous three

phase Zrüz-based ceramic and non-poraus three-phase polymer-metal-composites 

with polymer matrix phase (fig. 113) as weil as for pm·ous glass-iron cermets (fig. 

114). Even for microstructurally complex four-phase "gas concrete" [21] and five

phase mining materials [75] pmmising results are reported in the literature. -

This is why, summarizing, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
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4. 7 Conclusiom; 

Microstructure-field prupet·ty correlations upen a better scienliflc insight into 

multi-phase materials behaviour including even phase bunding studies holding 

true for all types uf mulli-phase mntcrials (e.g. metals, ceramics, cat·bon, 

polymers and composites) including porous materials and all field properlies (e.g. 

electrical and thermal conductivities, dielectric constants, magnetic perme

abilities). 

'I'hey are reliable and may be used as an engineering toul to predict de::lired 

properties by precalculated microstmctures in order to construct taylor-made 

matel'ials as for example to satisfy the increasing technical demands towards 

engineering materials as weil as economical and ecological expectations by 

substituling rare and biosuspicious components without quality lasses. Thus 

direct property measurements may be subslituted by quantitative 

microstructural analysis, where lhese property measurements are difficult, 

inaccurate, expensive or even impossible as under· ccrlain condiliom; (e.g. high 

temperature, irradiation) and quality contrulmay be extended by field property 

data calculated via mkroslructure field property equations. 
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normalized electdcal conductivity 
Porosity Shape factot· ( cp p/<j> l<'el 

l%1 (Fp) 
measured calculated 

0 - 1.0 1.0 
(='= 8.7·106 Q Im I) (='= 8.7·106 Q-lm I) 

3.7 0.225 0.97 0.94 

3.9 0.219 0.94 0.93 

3.9 0.208 0.96 0.93 

4.3 0.240 0.97 0,93 

4.5 0.190 0.93 0.93 

4.8 0,185 0.97 0.92 

5.1 0.137 0.87 0.90 

5.3 0.174 0.88 0.91 

5.3 0.232 0.94 0.93 

5.4 0.246 0.97 0.95 

5.5 0.200 0.97 0.91 

5.6 0.153 0.92 0.90 

5.5 0.150 0.93 0.90 

5.6 0.169 0.97 0.91 

5.8 0,165 0.93 0.90 

5.8 0.180 0.91 0.90 

5.9 0.169 0.97 0.90 

6.0 0,170 0.9'7 0.90 

6.0 0.148 0.91 0.89 

6,1 0.173 0.91 0.90 

6.2 0.160 0.94 0.89 

6.2 0.298 0.93 0.93 

6,2 0.303 0.97 0.97 

6.6 0.187 0.95 0.89 

6,7 0.140 0.93 0.87 

6.8 0.160 0.87 0.88 

7.1 0.311 0.97 0.97 

7.2 0.181 0.87 0.88 

7:8 0.192 0.86 0.87 

Fig. 110: Measured and calculaled eleclrical conductivities of isotropic (cos2ap 
= 0.33) sinlered iron with different porosily and pore shape at room 
temperalure [2151. 
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Pot·osity Shape factor Ot·ientation 
p factor 

l%1 li'p cos2ap 

0 - -

0.10 
2.61 0.177 0.13 

0.77 

0.25 
7.14 0.177 0.29 

0.46 

0.20 
10.7 0.165 0.38 

0.42 

0.10 
14.5 0.153 0.28 

0.62 

The Quantitative Micrastructure-Field Praperty 
Carrelatian af Multiphase and Paraus Materials 

normalized electrical 
conductivity 

(cpp/4>t<'e) 

measured calculated 

1.0 1.0 
(='= 8.7·106 <= 8.7·106 

Q-lm-1) Q-lm-1) 

0.83 0.97 
0.83 0.96 
0.83 0.94 

0.86 0.89 
0.86 0.88 
0.85 0.86 

0.79 0.84 
0.78 0.81 
0.76 0.80 

0.70 0.81 
0.67 0.76 
0.60 0.68 

Fig. 111: Measured and calculated electrical conductivities of porous sintered 
iron with different porosity, pore shape and orientation at room 
temperature [215]. 
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Fig. 112: Thermal conductivity of quartz (two-phased) with airfilled (macro-) 
porosity ( 1), corund (two-phased) with airfilled (macro-) porosity (e) 
and silica (four-phased: cristobalite + trydymite + glassy phase + 
microporosity) ',with airfilled (macro-) porosity ( +) at 873 K [187] and 
calculated curves (- closed porosity; --- interconnected porosity). 
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Since field properlies cover just one type of property, micrustructure-property 

relationships are now under investigntiun wilh respect tu the elastic and complex 

teclmical behaviour of materials [205). 

phase 
effective thermal conductivity 

Phases concentration 
IWm-lK-'1 

lvol.%1 
measured calculated 

silicon ruhher 90 
Al 6 0.559 0.525 
Ni 4 

silicon ruhher 78 
Al 13 0.804 0.802 
Ni 9 

silicon ruhher 88 
Al 4 0.637 0.542 
Bi 8 

siliconruhher 82 
Al 15 0.770 0.682 
Bi 3 

siliconruhher 88 
Bi 4 0.592 0.547 
Pb 8 

silicon ruhher 82 
Bi 10 0.692 0,652 
Pb 8 

MgO-stabilized Zr02: 

Zr02 55 

monoclinic inclusions 27 0.75-0.77 0.77 

monoclinic matrix phase 18 

Zr02 35 
monoclinic inclusions 25 0.91- 0.93 0.93 

monoclinic rnatrix phase 40 

Zr02 20 
monoclinic inclusions 25 1.02- 1.05 1.07 

monoclinic matrix phase 55 

Fig. 113: Measured and calculated thermal conductivity ofisotropic three phase 
composites [21,53] and magnesia stabilized ceramic [21,47] at room 
temperature. 
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w 
0 

eff. electrical 
effective electrical conductivity 

:porosity glass poroslity conductivity of 
of porous iron with glass 

content related to [l}>pl<lJFe] 
! [%] 

[vol.%] iron [%] porous iron 
[<lJpl<lJFel 

measured calculated 

0 0 0 1 (='= 8.7·106 Q·lm-1) 1 1 

8.9 - 8.9 0.87 0.68 0.87 

16.66 8.33 18.2 0.74 0.54 0.65 

20.35 7.96 22.1 0.69 0.55 0.61 

11.38 8.86 12.5 0.82 0.64 0.71 

14.75 8.52 16.1 0.77 0.68 0.67 

14.48 8.55 15.8 0.77 0.59 0.67 

15.43 8.45 16.8 0.76 0.55 0.67 

12.94 17.41 15.7 0.77 0.48 0.58 

14.7 25.59 19.8 0.72 0.48 0.46 

Fig. 114: Measured and calculated electrical conductivity ofisotropic (Fp =::: F glass =::: 0.33; cos2ap =::: 

cos2aglass =::: 0.33) (three phase) porous glass-iron cermets atroom temperature. 
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